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Flatness and Absolute Purity 
Applying Functor Categories to Ring Theory 
HARRO BERNECI~R 
INTRODUCTION 
Let R be a ring with 1 # 0. R-Mod (resp. Mod-R} denotes the category of 
left (resp. rrght) R-modules. Throughout the entrre article full subcategories of 
R-Mod (resp. Mod-R) will be marked by itahcizing the corresponding property 
of their objects and indexed by an 1 (resp. r). Thus $5& (resp. f spoil-> will 
denote the full subcategory of all flat left R-modules (reap. fimtely generated 
projective right R-modules). In this context the following abbreviations are 
frequently used. 
f g (finitely generated), f pres {fimtely presented), f g proj (finitely generated 
projective), proj (projective), inj (mjemve), abs pure (absolutely pure), tom 
(torsion). 
In case there exists a representative set of objects for a category, there is a 
skeleton for this category, which is a small category. Fence we nay think of small 
categories, of we are considermg f pres or f g praj, 
Assuming &’ 1s a small additive category, Add(512, Ab) denotes the category 
of all addrtive functors from &’ to the category Ab of abehan groups, 
By way of the equivalence functors 
R-Mod -+ Add(f ~PYO$~, Ab), Mod-R - Add(f gprojl , Ab), 
Y i-4 Hom,(-, Y)/f gpro~?‘, x i--+ (x @R -)jfj? j?$, 
characterizations of flatness and absolute purrty in functor categories (Proposition 
1, Oberst and Rohrl [7], Lenzing [4]) p rovide new characterizations of flatness 
and absolute purity in module categories. In this way one obtains easy proofs 
for some ring theoretrcal facts (Sect. 2). In Section 3 we examine left semi- 
hereditary riags. Last but not least in Scctron 4 we study a Galois-connectron 
between the “lattices” of all subclasses of obj(Mod-R) and obj(R-Mod), which 
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is given by the relation @,, defined by “X@Y o X ox Y = 0.” Let v denote 
the hull operator on the “lattice” of subclasses of obj(R-Mod), defined by this 
Galors-connectron. R IS left semihereditary if and only d the class of all absolutely 
pure left R-modules is equal to the hull of the class of all injective left R-modules. 
R is left noethenan and left hereditary d and only if the class of all mjectrve 
left R-modules IS closed (with respect to 9). Throughout this paper “3” will 
mean “if and only if.” 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Recall thai an exact sequence 8: 0 -+X’-+X+X”-+OinR-Modiscalled 
pure-exact iff for every finitely presented left R-module E also Hom,(E, S) is 
exact in Ab. This IS equivalent to X 8s 8 being exact in Ab for every right 
R-module X. Monomorphrsms (resp. eprmorphrsms) are called pure if the 
correspondmg short exact sequences are pure-exact. A left R-module F is $at 
iff every exact sequence of the form 0 -+X’-+X-+F-+O m R-Mod IS pure- 
exact. This is equivalent to * OR F : Mod-R + Ab being an exact functor. 
A left R-module A is called absolutely pure rff every exact sequence of the form 
0 -+ A -+ X-P X” -+ 0 in R-Mod IS pure-exact. While the flat modules are 
exactly the pure quotients of the projectrves, the absolutely pure modules are 
exactly the pure submodules of the injectrves. Stenstrom [S] has shown that 
all these properties are still valid in a functor category Add(&, Ab), where & 
is a small additive category. 
For any cocomplete additive category %’ let 59 denote the category of all 
cocontinuous functors from %9 to the category Ab of abelian groups. 
EXAMPLES (a) In the case V = R-Mod there is an equivalence of categories 
(R-Mod)V + Mod-R, given by F t-+ F(R) and N OR * c-1 N [6, lo] 
(b) Assuming that V 1s a cocomplete abehan category possessmg a gener- 
ating set ~2 of small projectives, there are the following equivalences of categorres 
‘% -+ Add(&Q, Ab), 97” -+ Add@?, Ab), 
C F+ Hom( , C)/&OP, F w F/d, 
where the full subcategory belonging to &’ 1s also denoted UQZ, and Add(&, Ab) 
is the category of all additive functors from & to Ab. 
Applying the equrvalences (a) and (b) to the category %? = R-Mod and the full 
subcategory z?’ = f gprojl of all finitely generated projective left R-modules 
(more exactly to a skeleton of this subcategory, which IS small), one obtains 
equivalences 
R-Mod + Add(f gpro$P, Ab), Mod-R-Add(fgpql , Ab), (1) 
Y H Hom,( -, Y)/fg pyf’, x t-+ (X OR -)/fg P+ * 
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Analogously one obtains the equivalences 
Mod-R -+ Add( fg pro$*, Ab), R-Mod + Add( f g projr , Ab), 
(2) 
X i--t How4 , XWg w$'P: y i--t f* @R y)lfgprOjT . 
These equivalences will be combined with the followmg characterizations of 
flatness and absolute purity in functor categorres. 
BROPOSXTION 1. (Oberst and Rohrl [7], Lenzing [4]). Assume &’ is a small 
additive category with finite biproducts. If & has kernels, then an F E Add(saZ, Ab) 
is flat ifl F: G’ -+ Ab is left exact (i e , kernel presemnng). If & has cokernels, 
then an FE Add(d, Ab) is absolutely pure z. F: J& -+ Ab zs right exact (i.e., 
cokernel preserving). 
In order to apply this propositron to the equivalences (1), (2) we have to 
consider the cases that fg projl or fgproj, have kernels or cokernels. Since for 
any f g proj left (or rrght) R-module P the natural R-homomorphrsm P-+ 
Hom,(Hom,(P, R), R) is an rsomorphism, the functors Hom,(*, R) : 
(R-Mod)OP -+ Mod-R and Hom,(*, R) : Mod-R -3 (R-Mod)OP yield, by re- 
strictron, an equivalence (fg proj$p N f g proj, . From this we get 
LEMMA 1. f g projl has &neZs (resp. cokernelsf z. f gproj, has cokernels 
(resp. kernels). 
LEMMA 2. (a) fgprojl has kernels (us a category in itself) zff f gprojl is 
closed to formation of &nels 2n R-Mod 
(b) fgprojl has cokernels (as a category in itself} i%‘Jfgprojl is a reflective 
subcategory off presl . 
(c) If f g projl is a reflective subcategory off presl , then flat1 as a reflective 
subcategory of R-Mod. 
Proof. (a) Follows from the fact that the generator R 1s in f gprojl . 
(b) For every finitely presented E in R-Mod there is an exact sequence 
Pz -+f Pr -+-g E --+ 0 in R-Mod with P1 , P, fmitely generated projective. If 
c: P1 + P is a cokernel off in f gprojl , then the unique v: E-+ P, such that 
o 0 g = c, is a reflection of E in f g projl . If on the other hand uE : E -+ PE is 
a reflectron of E in f g projl , then V, 0 g is a cokernel off in f g projl . 
(c) Is proved by using the fact, that every left R-module M is the filtered 
direct limrt of finitely presented modules, and that a filtered direct limit of 
flat modules is agam flat. 
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2. CHARACTERIZATIONS OF FLATNESS AND ABSOLUTE PURITY 
Recall that a rmg R IS regular (in the sense of v. Neumann) rff every finitely 
presented left R-module IS proJectrve, which IS equrvalent to all left R-modules 
being flat. Moreover this IS equivalent to the analogous statements for right 
R-modules A rmg R is left noetheriun off every finitely generated left R-module 
is fimtely presented, which is equivalent to every submodule of a finitely generated 
left R-module being finitely generated Finally a rmg R is left coherent off every 
fimtely presented left R-module IS coherent 
The rmphcatrons m Figure 1 are, for the most part, elementary. The 
imphcations, which are marked by asterisks, can be derived from examinations 
which follow later 
R semnrmple 
FIGURE 1 
LEMMA 3 Assume f gprojl has kernels. Then by Lemma 1, f g proj, has 
cohernels. The followzng statements are equivalent for an X in Mod-R. 
(I) X is flat in Mod-R. 
(ii) (X OR *)/f gprojr 2s left exact. 
(iii) Hom,( , X)/fgprg,OP is left exact. 
Proof. This follows from Proposrtion 1 with regard to the equivalences 
(1) and (2) 
Analogously one obtains 
LEMMA 4 Assume f g projl has kernels. The following statements are equivalent 
for a Yin R-Mod. 
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(I) Y is absolutely pure in R-Mod. 
(11) (* OR Y)/fgprojr is rzght exact. 
(rir) Hom,( *, Y)/fgprojf)P is right exact. 
PROPOSITION 2. Assume f g projl has kernels. Then every &itely presented 
rtght R-module E has a reflectzon vE : E -+ PE in fg p90jr and 
(a) X ispat in Mod-R iflH om,(vE , X) is an isomo9phism for evevy finitely 
presented E in Mod-R 
(b) Y i3 absolutely pure in R-Mod z$f vE @ Y is an isamorphism for every 
Jinitely p9esented E zn Mod-R. 
Proof. For a finitely presented E in Mod-R we have, m analogy to the proof 
of Lemma 2(b), a commutative diagram 
PE 
with PI , Pz finitely generated projective and g = cokf in Mod-R, c = cokf 
in f gproj* . Proposition 2 1s then a consequence of Lemmas 3 and 4, smce 
Horn is left exact and OR is right exact. 
COROLLARY 1. Assume f g p9ojl has kunels Then: 
(a) Limats of flat right R-modules a9eJEat. 
(b) Colimits of absolutely pure left R-modules a9e absolutely pwe. 
COROLLARY 2. Assume f gprojl has kernels. Then: 
(a) Ifinj, CjRatr (resp. an injective cogenevator of Mod-R is$at), then A as 
0. Neumann regular. 
(b) If projl C b p a s u9el (resp. R is absolutely pure in R-Mod), then A is v. 
Neumann regula9. 
(c) If the znclusions are replaced by equality, then “vi. Neumann regular’” 
has to be replaced by “semisimple” in the above statements. 
Proof. a and b are proved by considering injective and projective resolutions; 
c 1s then trivial. 
Remark R is left coherent iff products of flat right R-modules are again 
flat [1] or equivalently iff filtered direct limits of absolutely pure left R-modules 
are again absolutely pure [9]. Hence the implications c follow from Corollary 1. 
It is also evident, that statement (a) of Corollary 1 gives a characterization of left 
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coherent rmgs wrth global weak dimension < 2. Smce for a left coherent ring 
R the global weak drmension may be calculated by aid of absolutely pure 
resolutrons of left R-modules [9], also Corollary l(b) gives a characterization of 
left coherent rings R with glw dim(R) < 2. Thus we get 
PROPOSITION 3. For a ring R the followang statements are equivalent. 
(i) Limits of flat right R-modules are again $at. 
(ir) Colimzts of absolutely pure left R-modules are again absolutely pure. 
(III) R is left coherent and glw dim(R) < 2. 
(IV) f g projl has kernels. 
(v) f g proj, has cokernels (as a category in its own right). 
(VI) f g proj, as a re$ective subcategory off pres, . 
Proof. The equivalence of (I), (ii), ( iii is the substance of the preceding ) 
remark The equivalence of (iv), (v), (VI) is Lemmas 1 and 2. “(iv) implies (i)” 
is Corollary 1. Therefore we only have to prove “(iii) implies (iv)“: Since 
glwdim(R) < 2, kernels of flat left R-modules are again flat; consequently 
kernels of f g proj left R-modules are flat Since R is left coherent, kernels of 
f g proj left R-modules are finitely presented. Thus kernels of f g proj left 
R-modules are flat and fimtely presented, 1 e., f g proj. Q.E.D. 
3. LEFT SEMIHEREDITARY RINGS 
In the case of a left semihereditary ring R the cokernels m fgproj, will be 
given explicitly. Because of Lemma 2 it suffices to construct the reflector 
T: f pres, -+ f g pro], . 
A right R-module T is called torsion-module iff TORI = 0 for every 
injective left R-module 1. In case R is left semiherednary, for every right R- 
module n/r there exists a smallest submodule tM, such that M/tlWis flat; tM is 
a torsion-module [3]. (toys, , $at,) is a torsion theory for Mod-R m the sense 
of Dickson [2]. Especially Hom,(tM, F) = 0 whenever F is a flat right R- 
module. 
LEMMA 5 Assume R is left semihereditary. Then: 
(a) S: Mod-R -$a& as a reflector. 
(b) If M zs a $nitely presented Tight R-module, then M/tM is projectzve. 
Cc> T: f pyesr M,+MItM xf g projr is a rejector. 
Proof. (a) is easily checked. 
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(b) Consrder an epimorphism e: RN --t MjtM in Mod-R. Smce M/tM 
is flat, e is pure. Let n: M-+ M/tM be the natural epimorphrsm. Since M is 
fimtely presented and e is pure, we obtain a homomorphism h: M -+ R” ma&g 





R” --% MjtM. 
Now since Rn IS flat, we have Hom,(tM, Rfi} = 0. Thus we get a homomorphism 
g: M/tM -+ Rn, such that g 0 n = h. Then e 0 g o n = n, consequently e 0 g = 1. 
IIence M/tM, being a direct summand of R”, IS f g proj. 
(c) follows from (a) and (b). 
PROPOSITION 4. Assume A is left semihereditary. For a right R-mod& X 
are then equivalent. 
(i) X is jlat. 
(II) Hom,(tM, X) = 0 f or every finitely presented rzght R-module 34. 
For a left R-module Y are equivalent. 
(1) Y as absolutely pure. 
(11) tM@,Y =Of or every $mtely presented right R-module 111. 
Proof. For every finitely presented right R-module M the sequence 0 -+ 
tM-+ M--Q-~ M/tM --f 0 IS split-exact and V~ is a reflectron of M in fg proj, 
(Lemma 5). For an additive functor F therefore I;(vM) is an isomorphism iff 
F(tM) = 0, and the assertions follow from Proposition 2. 
4. A GALOIS CONNECTION IN MODULE THEORY 
Define a relation @ between the object classes of Mod-R and R-lVlod by 
setting X@Y if% X @a Y = 0. This relation gives rise to a Galois connection 
between the “lattices” of subclasses of obj(Mod-R) and obj(R-Mod). If &’ 
(resp. 3r) denotes a subclass of obj(Mod-R) (resp. obj(R-Mod)), define 
B(&‘) = (Y j YE obj(R-Mod), X@Y for all X E a>, 
I = (X 1 X E obj(Mod-R), X@Y for all Y E 9’). 
Clearly, the axioms of a Galois connection are valid, namely, 
(extensrvity). 
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From these axioms can be derived 
m-u = u, TUT = 7, (3) 
(UT)(UT) = cm, (TU)(TU) = ru (idempotency). (4) 
(2) and (4) indicate th a 7 o o and u o T are hull operators on the “lattices” t 
of subclasses of obj(Mod-R) and obj(R-Mod), respectively. We shall examme 
the hull operator ‘p = UT. From now on let inj , &pure1 , torsr symbolize the 
classes of all injective left, absolutely pure left, torsion right R-modules. By 
definitron of “torsion module” we have 
LEMMA 6. ~(itijl) = torsr , ~(injl) = u(tow-). 
LEMMA 7. (a) For every absolutely pzlre left R-module Y and evuy torsion 
right R-module T we have T OR Y = 0. 
(b) injl C abs pure1 C v(inj,). 
Proof. (a) and the first mclusion of (b) follow from the fact, that the 
absolutely pure modules are exactly the pure submodules of the mlectrves. 
If Y is an absolutely pure left R-module, then by (a) we obtain YE u(torsJ, 
which proves the second inclusion. 
PROPOSITION 5. For a ring R the followzng statements are equivalent. 
(I) R is left semihereditary. 
(11) abspurel = v(inj,>, i e , the class of the absolutely pure left R-modules 
is equal to the hull of the class of the injective left R-modules. 
Proof. (1) Suppose R 1s left semihereditary. Y E q(znjl) means that 
T OR Y = 0 for every torsion rrght R-module T. By Propositron 4 such a Y 
is absolutely pure. Hence (1) rmphes (ii). 
(2) Suppose abspurel = p(injl). If A is an absolutely pure left R-module, 
then T OR A = 0 for every torsion right R-module T. If Q is a quotient of A, 
then by right exactness of the tensorproduct also T OR Q = 0. Consequently 
Q E u(torsr) = v(injl). Then, by hypothesis, Q IS absolutely pure Since quotrents 
of absolutely pure left R-modules are absolutely pure, R is left semrheredrtary [S]. 
Now since a ring R 1s left noetherian iff injl = abspzcrel , Lemma 7 and 
Proposrtron 5 yreld 
PROPOSITION 6. For a ring R the following statements are equivalent. 
(I) R zs left noetherian and left hereditary 
(4 qi = v(ivi), z e., injx is closed under the hull operator, gzven by the 
Galozs connection, which zs defined by the relation “XdiY * X OR Y = 0 ” 
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